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SUMMARY 

The rapid change of weather, change of climate and activity of wreckers, today negatively 
influence on the modern state of agricultural production. Efficiency of application of classic 
methods of monitoring is lost. In this connection for the increase of efficiency of production 
the newest technologies and instruments are used (for example, innovative decisions on the 
basis of the satellites systems and drones).  

Machine learning is actual modern instrument which used at the decision-making from the 
process control of vegetation. Importance of application of machine vegetation is conditioned 
by complication of task of analysis of the fields and prognostication of possible harvest, so as 
a lot of factors influence on a general results. For the analysis of the information got at 
monitoring of the state of environment, expert technologies are also successfully used. 

It is conditioned to those, that modern satellites pictures with distributive distance 3 meters do 
not give sufficient information for the high-quality control after the harvest of corn, that is why 
it follows to attract additional information. Therefore holds the search of new methods of 
receipt of additional specifying information, in particular with the use of technological 
decisions on the basis of drones.  
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Introduction 
The rapid change of weather, change of climate and activity of wreckers, today negatively influence on 
the modern state of agricultural production. Efficiency of application of classic methods of monitoring 
is lost. In this connection for the increase of efficiency of production the newest technologies and 
instruments are used (for example, innovative decisions on the basis of the satellites systems and 
drones). It needs development of the newest modern methods of processes control of treatment and 
growing of harvest, becomes important analysis of situation in time.  
Introduction in 1973 J. W. Rouse and his colleagues of analysis of the state of harvest on the basis of 
monitoring of the normalized differential vegetation index (NDVI) gave a shove to subsequent 
application of the satellites systems and drones in the process of sounding of environment (Rouse et al., 
1973). There was the necessity of development of deep methods and methods of analysis of the state of 
environment with the use of methods of artificial intelligence and machine studies (Zozulia et al., 2020). 
Machine learning is actual modern instrument which used at the decision-making from the process 
control of vegetation. Importance of application of machine vegetation is conditioned by complication 
of task of analysis of the fields and prognostication of possible harvest, so as a lot of factors influence 
on a general results. For the analysis of the information got at monitoring of the state of environment, 
expert technologies are also successfully used (Hnatiienko, 2019; Hnatiienko et al., 2020a). 
The remote sensing of environment by the analysis of satellites pictures often needs clarification of 
details with the use drones, the general chart of the use of which is pointed on Figure 1. 
It is conditioned to those, that modern satellites pictures with distributive distance 3 meters do not give 
sufficient information for the high-quality control after the harvest of corn, that is why it follows to 
attract additional information. Therefore holds the search of new methods of receipt of additional 
specifying information, in particular with the use of technological decisions on the basis of drones. 
Researches by industrial drones and ground sensors give information, which allow to conduct the 
periodic monitoring that is more high-quality and more cheapen.  
In process research it is necessary to settle the set of tasks of providing of the complex use of 
accordance of the information given through satellites pictures, and more detailed information got with 
drones (with the use of multispectral chambers) and ground sensors. 

 
Figure 1 General chart of the remote sensing of environment. 
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Method 
 
That is why from the practical point of view approach to construction of the system of monitoring of the 
agricultural sowing on the basis of combination of powerful methods of expert evaluation, the theories 
of decision-making, artificial intelligence technology of the use of machine studies are attractive, 
however here remain to the not end found out the questions related to estimation of efficiency of such 
decisions. Partial decision of these questions, in particular to development of recommendations of 
determination of amount of the ground sensors and place of their location and accordingly those 
segments of satellites pictures (Figure 2) which it is necessary additionally to investigate, devoted given 
works. 
 

 
Figure 2 Example of satellite picture of the farmer field. 
 

 
 
Figure 3 Chart of determination of controls points for research of drones and ground sensors which 
are got from the satellite picture of the farmer field. 
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For this purpose on the first stage (see Figure 3) of application of mathematical methods of determination 
of points of additional control it follows to use segmentation of satellite photo, for example, by the 
cluster analysis.  
In future explored (choice of next number of points of monitoring) to the state of agricultural earths it is 
necessary to apply a consulting model, which uses a neuron network and takes into account the value of 
different indexes which characterize the state of agricultural sowing and harvest (NDVI is the relative 
index of vegetation of plants, VARI is level of vegetable cover, SAVI is index of vegetation).  
 
For construction of points of establishment of the ground sensors of control of the state of soil and 
harvest the two-tier cluster analysis is used. 
There are different approaches to the receipt of information necessary for monitoring. In particular, one 
of reliable methods of estimation of the state of the fields is expert technologies. When they are provided 
by the reliable objective information, got from drones and ground sensors by the measuring of separate 
areas certain by the decision of the proper tasks of optimization, effectiveness of application of expert 
technologies rises substantially. 
 
By basic principles which such system of expert estimations is built on, is: 
 - smoothing of informative heterogeneity, what peculiar to the expert group, on the stage of forming of 
model of the phenomenon; 
 - providing of independence of experts at forming of their judgements, saving of anonymity of expert 
conclusions, mutual discussion of arguments in an expert group; 
 - limitation of variety of judgements of experts by application of interactive clarification of collective 
opinion of group of experts on the basis of receipt of new information from an external environment; 
 - providing of exchange by information in an expert group “without twisting” due to creation of 
“psychological climate” which allows to find out individual possibilities of every expert. 
By application of methods of theory of decision-making and application of mathematical design 
determination of strategy of application of fertilizers is carried out, that development of series of 
application of different types of fertilizers for the improvement of the state of the fields, which are 
explored, is served and is optimized on the basis of application of criteria as «profitability». 
 
Conclusions 
 
The Ukraine in the nearest decades expect a problem with the rapid change of climate, in particular, 
droughts and deluges of rain. In the conditions of changes of climate Ukraine gradually grows into the 
area of risky agriculture. Way of decision of this problem obvious is increase of efficiency of 
agribusiness and necessity to pass to local (cluster) agriculture. For the decision of such system task the 
following questions decide today:    
1. For the increase of authenticity of the document, got from experts, and assistance of authenticity of 
expert information, a heuristic way develops the formalized templates for the operative filling of expert 
information, which foresee realization of collective examination in set, unique for all participants of 
expert group, to the structure of document. 
2. On the basis of geographical cards of the state of the fields, formed on the basis of the video cameras 
placed on satellites and drones, regions which need bringing of fertilizers are determined in the 
automated mode. 
3. The row of heuristic models of calculation and optimization of amount of points in which it follows 
to conduct complex research of the fields is developed. Especially substantially this for the situations of 
optimization of logistic streams in the conditions of the limited resources (Hnatiienko, 2019; Hnatiienko 
et al., 2020a). 
4. On the basis of aero-ecological researches prognostication of productivity is carried out on the fields. 
Defining the closeness of cultures on separate areas or research areas, it is possible to do reliable integral 
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estimation of potential productivity. On the basis of high-quality estimations it is possible to carry out 
an administrative account and to provide the decision-making high level in relation to the management 
by growing, cleaning up and sale of agricultures. 
Having reliable state information, forecast productivity and geographical location of areas of 
agricultures of the different state of qualities maturity of agricultures, it is possible to decide the 
optimization task of the compromise involving of resources of the system, transporting logistic charges 
on a collective campaign and others like that. That task of determination of optimum ways of motion of 
technique for the dosed and sufficient bringing of fertilizers for optimization of productivity of the fields. 
That to provide selective support to the plants, depending on the areas of high, middle or low 
productivity. 
5. The instruments of informing of users are developed about the change of the state of vegetation of 
segments of the explored fields. The models of prognostication, which are used by the system, allow 
with high authenticity to carry out the calculation of estimations of change of vegetation taking into 
account the risks of distribution of diseases in the certain areas of interests. Possibilities of choice are 
thus stopped up by the user of criteria of qualities of the explored field, on the basis of which it is 
foreseen to carry out optimization of productivity. 
6. Developed methodology of planning of co-ordinates and analysis of photo of got with drones and 
ground sensors in attachment to the satellites photo. For treatment of pictures the opened software 
(QGIS) and own developments is used (programmatic facilities in programming language of Python). 
Main partners on the base of which conduct researches there are the companies of Skyglyph 
(skyglyph.com) and Syngenta (syngenta.com) (Hnatiienko et al., 2020b, Babenko et al., 2021). 
Application of methods of fuzzy logic and other methods of soft calculations is the perspective 
instrument of aero-ecological and geological analysis of the fields. 
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